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789 - SELINA ENRIQUE
A fan-favorite from USA TODAY bestselling
author Victoria Dahl, originally published
in 2015. Passion this hot can't be faked…
All revved up for bright lights and steamy
nights, writer Veronica Chandler chased
her dreams to New York City. When she hit
a dead end, reality sent her back home to
Jackson Hole, Wyoming. Saving her pride
and her new gig—writing a relationship advice column!—requires some faking. No
one can know the truth about her big-city
ﬂop or her nonexistent sex life. But the
town's irresistibly rugged librarian is determined to ﬁgure her out…and give her
hands-on lessons in every wicked thing

she wants to know. Gabe MacKenzie's
heart might be in Wyoming, but secretly
his future's tied up in his family's Manhattan legacy. Getting down and dirty with
Veronica is supposed to give him a few memorable nights—not complicate his plans.
But the thing about heat this scorching is
there's just no going back…and it might be
too hot for either of them to take.
In the world of Formula 1, it's every man
for himself. Corruption runs deep in the
playground for billionaires and the world's
most elite athletes. The stakes are high,
everything is on the line, and sparks will
ﬂy when the lights go out. Lennox Gibbes
is a disgraced Formula 1 World Champion,
the Paddock Playboy. A tattooed bad boy

with a reputation, he has a penchant for
supermodels and supercars. His arrest records and frontpage headlines on gossip
magazines precede his on-track accomplishments. It was my job to clean up the
mess he made. But when I ran away from
my problems in New York, I found all new
ones on the F1 track. Six foot tall, muscle-bound, alpha racing driver problems that
will stop at nothing to get me to quit. Secrets I was not supposed to know. Oh, and
that sultry Scottish accent? Deﬁnitely not
falling for it. I was his PR professional. I
wasn't supposed to be his nanny. He has a
smart mouth and a bad attitude, but I
need this job. He has his demons on track
and I have mine oﬀ. I have news for Len-
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nox Gibbes, he's messed with the wrong
woman this time. I know what I want, and
I'm here to take it. Too bad in F1, nothing
is what it seems. Fast & Hard is a standalone, enemies to lovers, steamy romance with a guaranteed HEA!
When Brynn LeBreck's younger sister goes
into hiding at a highly secretive sex retreat, she goes undercover to retrieve her,
but comes across Reid Jameson, an old
ﬂame who had once crushed her heart.
"Maxx Reynolds needs help. His shop,
house, and life are all in a state of disarray. In desperation, he uses the Internet to
hire a new employee, thinking it will make
his life easier. What he expects is a fellow
named Charly. What he gets is a quirky,
sassy, redhead named Charlynn who runs
circles around him. And she's all woman.
He can't stand her. He can't keep his
hands oﬀ her, either"--Back cover.
What would it take for you to make a
change? Weight loss can sometimes be a
very self-focused endeavor. Maybe you
have struggled with your weight your entire life, riding a constant roller coaster of
numbers that go up and down. Or maybe
you are ﬁnding yourself more stressed out
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by the world and all its demands. Perhaps
you just don’t feel as well in your body as
you do in your spirit. In The Wellness Revelation, certiﬁed ﬁtness professional Alisa
Keeton will challenge you to get ﬁt with
God so that He can free you to complete
your purpose. She teaches that when we
get ﬁt physically as well as spiritually, we
will be better equipped to love and serve
others. The Wellness Revelation will
change the way you perceive yourself and
the way that you live your life. Each week
in this eight-week journey includes a teaching from Alisa, weekly assignments, Bible
study, small-group questions, and more. Alisa will encourage you to love God, get
healthy, and serve others; and she will provide you with the tools to spread the
gospel with courage, conﬁdence, kindness,
and freedom. It’s time to make a change
from the inside out.
The golden boy of football just went bad.
Quarterback Grayson Knight has a
squeaky-clean reputation in the football
world. So when he's arrested for drug possession, lawyer Melissa St. James knows
that something doesn't add up. It's clear
he's hiding something, though he denies
it. But there's one thing he can't deny--he
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wants Melissa. BookShots Flames Original
romances presented by JAMES PATTERSON
Novels you can devour in a few hours Impossible to stop reading
From New York Times bestselling author,
Samantha Towle, comes a new standalone
romantic comedy. Vaughn West, Hollywood heartthrob, has been at the top of
his game for years. He thinks he's untouchable-until a betrayal brings him spiraling
down. Now, everyone pities him, and if
there's one thing Vaughn hates, it's pity.
After a few months of working his way
through every available actress, pop star,
model, and waitress in California, Vaughn
needs to get his life back on track and focus on what he does best-making hit
movies. Charlotte Michaels is in love. Just
not with one person. Louis Vuitton... Christian Dior... Valentino... Gucci... And the list
goes on. Sadly, Charly's limited bank account doesn't allow her those luxuries, and
the closest she gets are lucky ﬁnds in charity shops and working closely with some of
those names in her job as a wardrobe assistant. Now, Charly has landed the
mother of all jobs-working on the new
Vaughn West movie. Excited doesn't even
cut it. Only things don't go as planned, and
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it turns out that Vaughn is actually a jerk.
A hot jerk, but a jerk nonetheless. So, why
do their clothes keep falling oﬀ whenever
they're around each other? And why can't
Charly keep her mind in the closet and oﬀ
Vaughn? Getting mixed up with a smart-mouthed, fashion-obsessed wardrobe assistant is the last thing Vaughn needs. Getting mixed up with an arrogant, self-centered, obnoxious, jumped-up actor who
has a lack of respect for fashion is the last
thing Charly needs. Things are about to
get hot, dirty, and messy in Hollywood.
Very messy. Especially if Charly's closely
guarded secret falls out of her closet.
Mia Monroe is running from a past she
doesn't ever want anyone to know. Jordan
Matthews likes easy women and an easy
life. He can see that Mia is damaged, troubled and has more baggage than any person can carry. As Jordan gets to know Mia,
he ﬁnds himself wanting to try hard for
someone for the ﬁrst time in his life. Then
the past Mia was running from starts to
catch up with her....
'Hilarious' Sam Leith 'I loved this book'
Susie Dent' 'Witty and aﬀectionate' Lynne
Truss Perfect for book lovers, a delightful
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history of the wonders to be found in the
humble book index Most of us give little
thought to the back of the book - it's just
where you go to look things up. But here,
hiding in plain sight, is an unlikely realm of
ambition and obsession, sparring and politicking, pleasure and play. Here we might
ﬁnd Butchers, to be avoided, or Cows that
sh-te Fire, or even catch Calvin in his
chamber with a Nonne. This is the secret
world of the index: an unsung but extraordinary everyday tool, with an illustrious but
little-known past. Here, for the ﬁrst time,
its story is told. Charting its curious path
from the monasteries and universities of
thirteenth-century Europe to Silicon Valley
in the twenty-ﬁrst, Dennis Duncan reveals
how the index has saved heretics from the
stake, kept politicians from high oﬃce and
made us all into the readers we are today.
We follow it through German print shops
and Enlightenment coﬀee houses, novelists' living rooms and university laboratories, encountering emperors and popes,
philosophers and prime ministers, poets, librarians and - of course - indexers along
the way. Revealing its vast role in our
evolving literary and intellectual culture,
Duncan shows that, for all our anxieties
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about the Age of Search, we are all index-rakers at heart, and we have been for
eight hundred years. *A Financial Times
and History Today Book of the Year*
You have undoubtedly read books by
many esteemed proliﬁc authors, but have
you ever wished you could get inside their
minds and learn how to bring out the book
inside of YOU? In Everybody Has a Book Inside of Them, you will do just that. You will
learn ﬁrsthand from Ann Marie Sabath and
her army of author colleagues the answers
to the questions you’ve always wanted to
ask about the writing process. Whether it
is how to get your writing motor revved,
rid yourself of those dirty writing doubts,
or learn the power of KITA for meeting
deadlines, Sabath will show you how to
make your dream of becoming an author a
reality. Some of the 40 topics addressed
are: How long does it take to write a book?
Why knowing your reader is a must before
you begin What motivates authors? Love
or money? When to stop writing while you
are ahead What seasoned authors would
tell their younger selves How a bestselling
author structures their book With her honesty, sense of humor, and encouragement,
Ann Marie will bring you several steps clos-
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er to bringing out that book in you. Her
easy-to-follow guidelines, trade tips, and
valuable insights from other experienced
authors will get your writing engine
revved. In reading Sabath’s guide, you will
ﬁnd the voice of a compassionate coach
who simply will not let you get away with
NOT writing a book of your own.
Taylor Shaw had the perfect life-until she
was sixteen. That was when everything
changed. From that moment on, life went
from bad to worse...to the worst. After recovering from a brain tumor, months later,
she suﬀers the tragic loss of her whole
family. Since that fateful day, she's been
coasting through life. Now, the brain tumor
has returned, and Taylor decides she's had
enough. She's going to take her fate into
her own hands. No more hospitals. No
more surgeries. No more anything. She's
going to join her family. It's her decision.
What she longs for. The ending she wants.
She just has a list of things to do before
she goes. First, go to England. Second,
kiss a stranger... Only, Taylor didn't expect
Liam Hunter, the stranger-with his handsome face, his six-foot-three of gorgeousness, and his oh-so-hot English accent-to
change things. To change her. To change
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the ending she wanted. What is a girl, who
is standing on the edge of nothing, to do
when oﬀered the chance of everything?
"Licensed professional engineer Dean Steward provides all the tips you need to get
your engine Revved Up." -page [4] of
cover
Anna Frazier is used to living life at 100
mph, but being downsized out of a job in
the ﬁnancial industry has her permanently
stalled. With nowhere to go, go, go, Anna
hails a cab to her grandparents' neglected
New Hampshire camp to plan her next
move. It seems like a good idea—until she
realizes there's no takeout to be had and
the boy next door has grown into a sexy
but surly recluse. Cameron Mayﬁeld knows
he can kiss his peace and quiet goodbye
when Hurricane Anna blows in. She was
loud and bossy as a ten-year-old—and besides developing some attractive curves,
she hasn't changed. Cam's not looking for
a relationship, especially not with a woman like Anna. He nearly broke down on
that road once before. So why can't he
stop thinking about her? It's not long before their sizzling attraction leads to smoking-hot kisses. But as the days get shorter,
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Anna must decide if she's found a new
road to happiness, or just taken a detour.
25,000 words
A struggle for survival in a time long past.
It started as a routine Miami to Charlotte
ﬂight for the passengers, crew, and Federal Air Marshal Stephen Mason. But over
the Atlantic, a freak storm propels the airliner unexplainably back in time to the early 18th century. They ﬁnd themselves on
the coast of the Carolina Colony. Charles
Town is the only English settlement of any
size in the area. It's an inhospitable place
of vast plantations, slavery, hostile natives, tall ships, and marauding pirates.
Finding a way back, if that's even feasible,
is the least of their worries. These unintended time travelers quickly ﬁnd themselves ill-equipped for hardships and dangers not faced for centuries. Perils loom at
every turn in this world of loss, anguish,
ﬁlth, and sweat. Foreigners in their own
land, can they survive and adapt? Is it
even possible for these modern transplants to carve an existence from this foul
and odorous place in time? Stephen Mason
will ﬁnd a way or die trying.
From New York Times bestselling author
Samantha Towle comes an unexpected
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love story between two unlikeliest of people...A new town. A new identity. Pregnant
and alone. And far away from a past that
can never ﬁnd me. River Wild. Moody.
Sullen. Jerk. And my new neighbor. I have
no interest in befriending River. And he
deﬁnitely doesn't want to be befriended by
me. Then, he helps me rescue an abandoned dog. And, that day, I see something
in his eyes that reﬂects back in my own.
Sadness. Pain. Loneliness. I know all of
those things well.An unwanted and unexpected friendship that somehow works.
Then, without warning, it turns into something more.River and I both have our secrets, and that's okay. Because I understand him. And he understands me.For the
ﬁrst time in my life, I have something I never thought I would have--happiness. But
happiness isn't forever. Not for people like
me. Especially not when my past is waiting
just around the corner, ready to come and
take it all away.
Stanton Barrett is launching a children's
book series through Waldorf Publishing
which includes an interactive children's
web site: www.snowfrog.us. When ﬁrst
launched in 2006 it had over 20,000 subscribers within the ﬁrst 4 weeks. The ev-
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er-adorable, incredibly unique, adventurous white and green amphibian, Snowfrog
is turning another year older, and he is
ready to celebrate in style! Can you guess
what is on top of his birthday wish list?
Snowfrog has his mind set on red boots
and a shiny new pair of snow skis! Visions
of ﬂying high, racing fast and jumping
from the highest hill ﬁll Snowfrog's dreams
at night. Oh boy, he could almost taste the
snow hitting his wide grin. But ﬁrst, he and
his daddy must get ready for the big birthday celebration party. Snowfrog invites his
best friends Lemon-bee, Carsten the bug,
and Lilo the snail, over to share in his favorite ﬂies-pie. As he holds his breath,
thinks up a wish, and blows out the candles, Snowfrog is ready for the big moment--the moment he will oﬃcially have his
dream skis. Does Snowfrog's birthday wish
come true? Will he be high-ﬂying over the
slopes or does Snowfrog have another surprise waiting? Come along as our favorite
frog celebrates in Snowfrog Birthday Adventures.
On the eve of his thirtieth birthday, Miguel
Santos leaves his high-powered life behind
for a visit to the small town he grew up in-
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... and the high school sweetheart whose
wild passion he's never stopped craving.
Faith Bennett loved Miguel the moment
she saw him. But she always knew his future was in New York, while hers was tied
to the auto shop that was her close-knit
family's livelihood. Pushing him away nearly broke her, but when he took her heart
with him, he left something precious behind. Now he's back, demanding her body,
her desire, her very soul as retribution for
the pain he still carries. He won't settle for
anything less than everything she's got,
but she still can't leave with him and he
still can't stay, and their past has secrets
too explosive to share.
Robbie the Robot Steals the Moon is a
sweet story teaching us what it means to
lead with love, to learn from our experiences and to embrace interconnectedness
amongst our many diﬀerences. When tapping into the vibration of Love, we begin to
see Life from a new perspective ﬁlled with
inﬁnite potential.
Rusty West swore she was done with men.
Instead, she channeled her passion into
West Restoration, the car shop she runs
with her best friend and sister. But Rusty's
aloof composure fades when the owner of
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the competition comes striding into her
shop, over six feet of sexy, rough-edged
conﬁdence...hot enough to send Rusty's
motor into overdrive. Reid Parker worked
his ass oﬀ to get what he wants - and what
he wants is West Restoration and its crew.
He never expected to ﬁnd a shop of all-female mechanics...or the stunning redhead
who ignites a lust that threatens his cool.
But Reid plays carefully. He never, ever
gets involved with a woman beyond one
night. And no matter how hot the sparks,
Rusty will never compromise her business
for a man... Each book in the Axle Alley
Vipers series is a standalone, full-length
story that can be enjoyed out of order. Series Order: Book #1 Crashed Book #2
Revved Book #3 Wrecked
Join Lightning McQueen as he races with
the international Neon Racers, trains at
Doc Hudson's racing academy, and more!
With 12 racing stories featuring your favorite Disney *Pixar Cars characters, each
meant to be read aloud in ﬁve minutes,
this padded storybook with beautiful illustrations is the perfect ﬁt for bedtime, story
time, or anytime!
Wanting to be just as good a hover race
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car driver as his older brother, Bug, Jason
joins the International Race School where
his skills are put to the test by challenging
instructors and ﬁerce competitors, including the mysterious driver in black.
"Marry me." "What?" I stared back at him,
unblinking. He moved closer, taking my
face in his hands. "I love you, Evie. I look
into the future, and the only thing I see
clearly is you. Marry me." What's an eighteen-year-old girl who was madly in love
with her nineteen-year-old boyfriend say?
Of course, I said yes. Twenty-four hours later, I married Adam Gunner at a Vegas
chapel to the sounds of "Livin' on a Prayer"
by Bon Jovi. Not the best omen. I get that
now. Then, exactly one week later, I left
him. I walked out, leaving behind my wedding ring, annulment papers, and my heart,
and he never knew why. I haven't seen
him since. Not in ten long years. Now, he's
here, standing before me. Looking at me
with nothing but hurt and hatred in his
eyes, he wants answers. Answers I can't
give.
A steamy and hilarious standalone romance from New York Times best-selling
author Samantha Towle. I'm used to being
in charge. In and out of the oﬃce. So,
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when my parents go behind my back and
hire a co-CEO to help me manage my family's business, let's just say, I don't take it
too well. Especially not when the woman
they've hired is the one girl who hated my
guts in college. She thinks I'm an overprivileged, womanizing man-whore. I think
she's an uptight, stuck-up bitch. And, now,
she's here, in my oﬃce, telling me how to
run my company. I don't think so. It doesn't matter that she has legs that go on for
days or that I keep imagining bending her
over my desk and showing her just how
bossy I can be. I've worked my ass oﬀ and
paid my dues to get to where I am, and
she's not taking it from me. No freaking
way. Morgan Stickford is about to learn the
hard way that Wilder Cross is the only
boss around here.
Solve typical toddler challenges with eight
key mindshifts that will help you parent
with clarity, calmness and self-control.
Through stories from her practice, Claire
Lerner shows parents how making critical
mindshifts—seeing their children’s behaviors through a new lens —empowers
parents to solve their most vexing childrearing challenges. This process puts parents back in the driver’s seat, where they
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belong and where their children need
them to be. These real life stories provide
a roadmap for how to tune into the root
causes of children’s behavior and how to
create and implement strategies that are
tailored to the unique needs of each child
and family. Through these stories, Claire
provides a treasure trove of practical solutions that are based in science and which
work in real life. Why Is My Child In
Charge? picks up where other books have
left parents hanging. Most parenting books
oﬀer solutions that sound good on paper
but don’t work in practice. They are aspirational rather than achievable, or they oﬀer
one-size-ﬁts-all approaches that don’t
meet the needs of an individual child.
They can compound parents’ feelings of
frustration and thus, can be counterproductive. Case by case, Claire unpacks the individualized process she guides parents
through to solve the most common challenges such as throwing tantrums in
public; delaying bedtime for hours; refusing to participate in family mealtimes; and
resisting potty training. Employing a relatable story-telling approach, Claire elucidates: The faulty mindsets that pose obstacles to parents seeing the situation more
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objectively The essential mindshifts that
enable parents to quickly identify the root
causes of the problem The development of
an action plan tailored to each unique
child and family Why is My Child in
Charge? is like having a child development
specialist in your home. It shows how you
can develop “win-win” strategies that
translate into adaptable, happy kids and
calm, connected and in-control parents. It
will help you be the parent you want to be.
Award-winning author Piers Anthony presents this explosive saga built on fast cars
and international intrigue. Its the Four
Horsemen meets 400 Horsepower, as Jack
James joins a team of car thieves and
winds up with powers beyond his imagination. But when Jack's conscience comes
calling, what can one Horseman do against
the combined might of the other three?
Get the original graphic novel, with over
50 new pages of story and bonus material!
Men have let Lyla down her whole life.
Now she's focusing all her energy into her
band, Vintage, so when they receive an
oﬀer to sign with TMS Records, it seems
that things are ﬁnally turning around for
her. Tom Carter enjoys screwing lots of wo-
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men. When tragedy befalls his best friend,
Tom ﬁnds himself making a promise to the
big man upstairs-- he'll change his ways, if
the woman his best friend loves lives. Now
he has to change. Put one perpetually
horny Tom and one sex resistant Lyla together, and you've got a recipe for disaster. Or so you'd think....
Frankie, just a boy of 14, was always seeking ways to make money. When a garbage
collecting company in his small hometown
had a job opportunity for an enterprising
young student, Frankie was one of several
boys who jumped at the chance to be a
garbage collector, a career he actually considered for himself years earlier. He was,
unfortunately, a scrawny kid at 5' 10" but
only 120 pounds, which did not impress
the owner at all. Despite Frankie holding
up two heavy garbage cans at his house
on garbage day to positively inﬂuence the
owner/driver of the garbage truck, his admirable eﬀort failed, for the owner had already oﬀered the job to another student.
Frankie had no hard feelings about losing
the garbage collecting job, but since there
were few money-making opportunities for
a young boy, he struggled to ﬁnd something lucrative and enjoyable, too. Frankie
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performed odd jobs, including raking
leaves, shoveling snow, and getting bloody
hands weeding those horrible, thorny bushes at Mr. Perez's house, with all providing
some compensation, but none of these
eﬀorts were much fun. Fortunately, his
friend Ozzie, who was a caddie at the River Vale Country Club, came to the rescue,
inviting Frankie to become a caddie, too.
Those golfers who did not wish to carry
their own golf clubs, or pull a golf cart holding their clubs, and who desired to get
good exercise walking the course, hired a
caddie to carry their golf clubs, ﬁnd their
golf balls, keep score, and, on occasion,
give advice on club selection. However,
Ozzie did have a concern about Frankie as
a caddie. Frankie, though humorous, had a
big mouth with a penchant for saying anything that came to mind. Would golfers
who had Frankie as their caddie enjoy his
bold musings? Only time would tell, as
Frankie, the witty caddie, who knew almost nothing about golf, learned the game
quickly. He became a caddie on his ﬁrst
day at the golf course for a delightful, kind
man named Bob, who was part of a horrible golf playing foursome, including Reggie, Whitey, and Jessie that day. The fun
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and frolics that ensued for their 18-hole
golf adventure, despite this foursome's
woeful inability to play golf, was surely enhanced by the hilarious and sometimes belittling comments, not to mention the
"heroic" actions by Frankie, which were
not only surprisingly welcomed but enjoyed by all.
Parker Four months ago, I made the ﬁrst
spontaneous decision of my life. I left my
cold, suﬀocating family behind and set out
for the Golden State. In pursuit of happiness, I threw my rule book out the window.
New home, new job, and a brand-new
spontaneous Parker. I have to admit, becoming New Parker would be a lot easier if
I wasn't ﬂat broke and living in a shack.
But I have my friends, a little bookstore
full of romance novels, and the freedom
I've always desperately wanted. I was perfectly happy with my shelves of book
boyfriends until Lukas Donovan walked into my shop. The black sheep of the Donovan family, with his bottle-green eyes,
stubbly beard, and those tree-trunk thighs... my romance novel men might never
cut it again. I just wish he wasn't such a
dick. Lukas Everyone knows I'm the good
time guy. I'm the man you date when you
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want to piss oﬀ your daddy, and the guy
you sleep with to make your ex jealous.
I'm not long term. Parker Thompson is
long term. Preacher's daughter and my sister's best friend, she's one hundred percent oﬀ limits and a bad idea no matter
how you look at it. Bad idea or not, it doesn't stop me from wanting her so badly it
makes me ache. I know I should push her
away, keep my distance... but how the hell
am I supposed to do that when I can't
stand the idea of another man touching
her or looking at her. Or really even breathing near her. Revved Up is Book 3 in the
Sonoma Series by Mae Harden. Safe, HEA,
No cheating, and lots of dirty talk! Get
ready for Lukas Donovan, because he's
got a possessive streak and a ﬁlthy mouth
that's going to drive Parker wild.
From New York Times bestselling author,
Samantha Towle, comes a new sexy, romantic suspense standalone novel... Daisy
Smith has spent eighteen months of her
life paying for a crime she didn't commit.
Now out of prison, she has only one focus-to get back custody of her younger
brother, Jesse, who is deep in the foster
care system. Desperate to rebuild her life
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and show the system that she is responsible enough to care for Jesse, she takes on
the only job available to her-working as a
maid at the Matis Estate. On day one of
her new job, Daisy meets Kastor Matis, the
only son of the owners and her new boss.
An enigmatic, handsome Greek god of a
man, Kas is closed oﬀ, cold, and...well,
kind of a bastard. The more time Daisy
spends around Kas, she starts to see there
might be more to him than just his cold,
bastard ways. He may actually have a
heart beating in that frozen chest of his.
But Kas has secrets, too. Secrets that he's
determined to keep. Secrets make Daisy
curious. And you know what curiosity can
do...
♥ Julia ♥ Life isn't going great right now.
In fact, let's go with "shambles." My job as
a pediatric nurse is on the line all because
I blew the whistle on an alcoholic doctor.
And while he's busy threatening me, my
stand-in father is in the hospital for chest
pain, my sister is under strict "no stress"
orders due to her diﬃcult pregnancy, and I
can't tell anyone anything for fear of it
getting back to her. Enter Mateo, stage
left: the boy next-door turned Navy Seal
badass. When it comes to keeping me
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safe, he won't take no for an answer. I
can't get him oﬀ my couch, and the longer
he's around, the less I actually want him to
go. It certainly doesn't help that every
glare he throws in my direction ruins
another pair of panties, but I absolutely
cannot sleep with my brother's best friend.
Nope. That would be really, really bad. ♥
Mateo ♥ I've been in love with Julia Donovan since I was old enough to ride a bike
without training wheels. I enlisted in the
Navy at eighteen, just so I wouldn't have
to watch her pine after my older brother
anymore. Injured and pushed into early retirement, I'm back in Sonoma for my ﬁrst
long stretch in eight years. I had every intention of avoiding Julia. Of settling into a
civilian life that doesn't put me in the path
of my best friend's little sister. What's that
phrase about good intentions? Yeah... I'm
well and truly f*cked. I can't possibly walk
away and leave her unprotected, not after
catching that douche nozzle threatening
her. So, I'm glued to her side, even if it
means enduring the endless torture of being close enough to taste her and having
to keep my hands to myself.
REVIVED is a STANDALONE, CONTEMPORARY ROMANCE NOVEL from the New York
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Times, Wall Street Journal and USA Today
Bestselling author of REVVED. India Harris
didn't have the best start in life. Abandoned as a baby, she and her twin brother,
Kit, spent their lives in foster care, only
having each other to rely on. Then, at a
young age, a relationship with the wrong
man left India pregnant. Wanting to give
her son the life she never had, she put herself through school and graduated with
honors. Now, at the age of thirty, she's a
highly respected therapist. At the top of
his game as a Formula One driver, Leandro Silva had everything-until an accident
on the track left him staring death in the
face. After enduring twelve months of
physical therapy, Leandro is now physically able to race, but his mind is keeping him
from the track. Frustrated and angry, Leandro's days and nights are ﬁlled with limitless alcohol and faceless women. Entering
the last year of his contract, he knows he
has to race again, or he'll lose everything
he spent his life working for. Forced into
therapy to get his life back, Leandro ﬁnds
himself in the oﬃce of Dr. India Harris.
Falling for his uptight therapist is not part
of Leandro's plan. Having unethical feelings for her patient, the angry Brazilian
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race car driver, is not part of India's plan.
But what if the wrong person is the only
person who is right? REVIVED follows a
character that was previously introduced
in the novel REVVED, but you do NOT need
to read Revved beforehand as Revived is
its own story and is a complete standalone
novel. Full length, Standalone, Adult Contemporary Romance. Recommended Reading Age 18+
From the world's leading authority on Bob
Dylan comes the deﬁnitive biography that
promises to transform our understanding
of the man and musician—thanks to early
access to Dylan's never-before-studied
archives. In 2016 Bob Dylan sold his personal archive to the George Kaiser Foundation in Tulsa, Oklahoma, reportedly for $22
million. As the boxes started to arrive, the
Foundation asked Clinton Heylin—author
of the acclaimed Bob Dylan: Behind the
Shades and 'perhaps the world's authority
on all things Dylan' (Rolling Stone)—to assess the material they had been given.
What he found in Tulsa—as well as what
he gleaned from other papers he had recently been given access to by Sony and
the Dylan oﬃce—so changed his understanding of the artist, especially of his crea-
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tive process, that he became convinced
that a whole new biography was needed. It
turns out that much of what previous biographers—Dylan himself included—have
said is wrong. With fresh and revealing information on every page A Restless, Hungry Feeling tells the story of Dylan's meteoric rise to fame: his arrival in early 1961
in New York, where he is embraced by the
folk scene; his elevation to spokesman of a
generation whose protest songs provide
the soundtrack for the burgeoning Civil
Rights movement; his alleged betrayal
when he 'goes electric' at Newport in
1965; his subsequent controversial world
tour with a rock 'n' roll band; and the recording of his three undisputed electric
masterpieces: Bringing it All Back Home,
Highway 61 Revisited and Blonde on
Blonde. At the peak of his fame in July
1966 he reportedly crashes his motorbike
in Woodstock, upstate New York, and disappears from public view. When he re-emerges, he looks diﬀerent, his voice
sounds diﬀerent, his songs are diﬀerent.
Clinton Heylin's meticulously researched,
all-encompassing and consistently revelatory account of these fascinating early
years is the closest we will ever get to a
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deﬁnitive life of an artist who has been the
lodestar of popular culture for six decades.
OliveBaking is my thing. Bachelorette parties are not. Surprise strippers even less
so. But I'm almost positive this guy isn't really a stripper, and if he is, he's pretty bad
at it.On the other hand, he's very, very
good at kissing. And maybe I shouldn't
have goaded him into doing it, but it's not
like I'll ever see him again. At least I'll
have something to fantasize about when
I'm baking muﬃns tomorrow morning.
BrooksContractor. Loner. Stripper? Not usually, but I'll do anything to get the Bachelorette party in the room next door to settle down. All I wanted was a good night's
sleep. I never expected my entire world to
shift when she opened the hotel door with
her wide green eyes and sweet vanilla
scent. Now that I've had a taste, I can't let
her go. I just have to ﬁnd a way to break
down her walls.
Revised edition! This edition of The Mighty
Storm has been revised to include corrected grammar, spelling, and punctuation. A
rock-and-roll love triangle...a music journalist's story of a lifetime...the bad boy front
man who broke her heart. Tru Bennett was
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just fourteen years old when her best
friend and ﬁrst love, Jake Wethers, moved
from England to America and left her brokenhearted. Now twelve years later, Jake
is the world's biggest rock star, lead singer
of The Mighty Storm and every woman's
bad-boy fantasy. Every woman, that is, except Tru. A successful music journalist, Tru
knows better than to mix business with
pleasure. But then she receives the assignment of a lifetime: interview Jake before
his band launches its highly anticipated
world tour. Tru vows to keep the meeting
strictly professional--but nothing can prepare her for the sparks that ﬂy the moment their eyes meet again. Now Jake
wants Tru to join the band on tour, oﬀering
her a behind-the-scenes exclusive that any
journalist would kill for. There's just one
problem: Tru's boyfriend, Will. Can their relationship withstand Tru hitting the road
with rock and roll's most notorious womanizer? Or will she risk it all for a second
chance with the one who got away?
From NYT bestselling author Samantha
Towle comes a sizzling beach romance,
that will leave you hot in all the right
places... Dillon Dawson loves to write romance despite her latest relationship end-
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ing with her traveling to the Maldives
alone on what was supposed to be her honeymoon. Now, the only thing she wants is
two weeks of uninterrupted peace and quiet with absolutely no men in sight. West
Oakley doesn't even believe that romance
exists, and he has no desire to convince
himself otherwise. The only reason he's
heading to the Maldives is to escape a
scandal and spend time on an island
where no one knows who he is. But plans
change, and when West takes one look at
Dillon, another idea forms in his mind-a
no-strings two-week stand. Even though
Dillon knows their sexual chemistry is explosive, her romantic heart is torn. Can
she really spend fourteen nights in the
arms of a god like West, making all of her
fantasies come true, only to walk away at
the end of it? Or can Dillon turn this twoweek stand into more than an unexpected
holiday ﬂing, convincing West that romance does exist after all?
Describes diﬀerent types of trucks.
One of the hardest things I have ever had
to do was bury my wife. The second hardest thing would be watching my twelveyear-old daughter fall to her knees as they
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lowered her mother into the ground to
rest. A heart-wrenching vision that will forever be etched in my mind. Claire was my
best friend-she had been since we were
barely old enough to talk. I always knew,
one day, I would marry her. I think I may
have even told her that a few times while
we were growing up. Never did I think I
would lose her so suddenly. I knew at that
moment... Our life would never be the
same again...
"Music journalist Tru Bennett has done the
impossible: capture the heart of rock-star
bad boy Jake Wethers. Now they're busy
planning a wedding and navigating their
new life together in the U.S. Of course, Tru
misses London and her best friend, Simone, but living happily ever after with
Jake in LA is going to be great ... right?
Wrong. Even the bright California sun can't
whitewash the dark side of celebrity coupledom. Greedy music execs, merciless paparazzi, and Jake's wild past are lurking
around every corner. Making matters
worse, Jake announces he doesn't want
kids, which just may be a deal breaker. Tru
loves Jake more than anything. But when a
devastating crisis threatens to destroy everything they've fought for, the couple
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must face the hard truth: What if, this
time, love is not enough?"--Amazon.com,
viewed September 23, 2013.
Lightning McQueen races to raise money
for a good cause in this Step 2 Step into
Reading leveled reader. Children ages 4 to
6 will be revved up for another new story
featuring the characters of Disney/Pixar's
Cars! Step 2 readers use basic vocabulary
and short sentences to tell simple stories.
For children who recognize familiar words
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and can sound out new words with help.
It’s not just about cheering anymore. Since
the early 1900s, cheerleaders have revved
up crowds at pep rallies and sporting
events. Today, cheerleaders also do something else – they cheer for trophies! With a
mix of gymnastics, stunts, and spirit, competitive cheerleading is one of the fastest
growing and most exciting sports out
there. Whether it’s cheering for the home
team or for the national title, cheerleaders
are leading the way! Girls Play to Win high-
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lights the trials and triumphs of women in
sports. Topics include the sports history,
rules, equipment, and key training skills.
Enthusiasts will also learn more about the
personalities and game-changers that contributed to their sport's development.
Filled with fantastic action photos, this series gives young women the information
they need to take their game to the next
level. Library Media Connection's Editor's
Choice
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